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JACKET REQUIRED
Showtime at Jacket Required, at The Old Truman Brewery on 29-30 July, will see yet more new brands
enticing buyers to London from all over the globe. Tom Bottomley highlights some of the finest
additions for the s/s 16 edition.
—
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MELTIN’POT
This is a fresh UK launch for a big international player that is
sold throughout Europe and is regarded as a denim powerhouse
when it comes to washes, fabrics and construction. UK sales are
being headed up by Jason Lynch from Label Lab Group, and
those who know him will also know he was MD of Miss Sixty in
the UK, and in fact brought it to the UK market in the first place.
Lynch says, “I was right then, and I am right now. I am very excited
about bringing Meltin’Pot to the UK and Irish markets.” About the
company, it was in 1967 that one Casimo Romano from Gallipoli in
southern Italy started making workwear from denim to supply a
growing local demand for tough and durable clothing. The Meltin’Pot
brand is still run by the Romano family, and is today directed by
Augusto Romano, who has overseen the brand’s rise in prominence
across Europe. The UK now lies in waiting.
—

SEBAGO
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ABOUT
Being brought to the UK by Ian Garside’s WG Flagship Distribution
company, and another Jacket Required debut, About is an innovative
underwear brand from the Baltics, created for everyone who sees “beauty
in function and comfort in cuts and materials”. Oh yes. Targeting a 25-plus
customer who likes a bit of wellness-motivated, good-looking product,
it combines the latest technological advancements with design trends.
Fabrics enriched with extra skin-protection properties are the order of
the day. Innovative, natural textile finishing, based on Aloe Vera, beeswax,
silk proteins and antibacterial silver is used, and the fits are also pretty
good. It’s operated by a company from Lithuania with more than 45 years’
experience in producing underwear. That’s about all you need to know.
—

Footwear brand Sebago is reaching the big 7-0 this year,
and what better way to celebrate than with a series of
limited-edition anniversary shoes? The brand is staying true
to its Life Well Crafted mantra, with a range that is bang
on trend while also
combining heritage
and authenticity with
modern flair. “Our love
for craft is legendary,”
says Joe Wallace, vice
president of product
and design at Sebago.
“It shows in the details
of everything we make.
It is a truly exceptional
collection, with modern
takes on our heritage-rich designs.” Following the successful
introduction of Neoprene to the Docksides for s/s 15, this
season sees the continuation of this category with the launch
of Neoprene Evolution, using an Ariaprene material, a form of
Neoprene with hypo-allergenic, toxic free and water-friendly
properties. White rubber bottoms help to pop the rich and
vibrant colour palette.
—
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BETHNALS

KENNINGTON

Never before has there been more desire in the industry to “go back to basics”,
and that’s what London unisex denim brand Bethnals is all about – simple,
fuss-free denim that speaks volumes without the need to be over-styled. For
s/s 16, the focus shifts towards the softer and slouchier silhouette. Showing its
most relaxed fit to date, the brand is also exploring delicate bleaching effects
and open-twill construction. The classic Tommy Worker jacket in a thick indigo
stripe is guaranteed to get the Shoreditch beards whipped up into a frenzy. Who
knows, they may even go for the razor.
—

Kennington from California was originally established in
1957 by Stan Tendler in his parent’s garage. The label
name was picked from an old English atlas, and the logo
was trademarked after Stan spotted a 19th-century trade
card in an antique store. An unremarkable beginning for
a company that would go on to become a West Coast
fashion industry force. It was also one of the original
brands to show at Magic. Nearly sixty years down
the line, and still based in Los Angeles, Stan remains
chairman of the board and oversees all designs. Industry
veteran Mukesh Desai is bringing it back to the UK for
Jacket Required, and there are some great printed shirts,
vests, sweats, grey marl hooded sleeveless tees and
printed shorts bringing a touch of 50s and 60s California
surf style to these shores for s/s 16.
—
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GRAYERS
A new one for the Brand Progression stable,
this could be another thoroughbred brand.
The idea came about when Peter Georgiou,
Grayers founder and a 10-year Ralph Lauren
veteran and history buff, was reading about
Britain in the 1950s. At that time, young men
were switching from wearing three-piece
suits to gray flannel trousers, known as
grayers. Grayers were the must-haves in
every man’s wardrobe, from British society
chaps to American prep schools. Georgiou
saw a gap in the market for a well-crafted
clothing collection with great fit, top quality
and reasonable prices. This is the result,
and there’s more colour than you think, with
polos, shirts, shorts and all the other summer
essentials taken care of. Already sold on
Mr. Porter, it’s definitely not a grey day.
—
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NATIVE SHOES
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ORIGINAL GRADE
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LNDN
LNDN is the new kid on the menswear
block, launching for s/s 16 with an
urban cool signature straight out of
Shoreditch. Named after its London
roots, the label is the brainchild of
husband and wife team Lorraine and
Ash Johnson, who have run their cult
womenswear brand Pyrus for the past
ten years. LNDN ticks all the right boxes
in terms of fashion credentials, featuring
botanical and painterly inspired prints,
with all artwork unique and painted
by Ash himself. “We really wanted to
translate the success of Pyrus into a
menswear brand. What that meant was
making effortless styles with unique
prints that could work as a complete
collection or separates to style with
denim,” as the man himself explains.
The collection also features chambrays,
jacquards and linen blends, with shapes
ranging from simple shirts to
artisan-inspired French Worker Jackets.
—

What can you say about footwear guru David
Butler other than you can’t keep this man down?
Not content with consistently breaking new, as
well as relaunching old brands in the UK, he’s
now gone and done his own thing on top of it all.
Original Grade is the outcome, and top grade it
is. Superb summer shoes with a bit more design
input than your average beach promenade
strollers, in great colours, and all made in Spain.
Drawing inspiration from the first real sneakers
with style as worn by the Big Men of the NBA in
the 1950s, and the imagery of Broadway Danny
Rose, Original Grade will gradually release
timeless classics around the world. First up, the
Costa Blanca Natural Crepe Resort Shoe. This
is definitely one to watch. Butler will also be
bringing a whole host of other shoe collections
to the show, including Chippewa, Rivieras,
Espadrij l’originale, Jerusalem Sandals and
Windsor Smith. It’s a positive footwear fest.
—

A new addition for a number of names* distribution in the UK –
which certainly knows a thing or two about a decent shoe – Native
Shoes was established in Vancouver, Canada, in 2009, with a vision
to create “future classics” by combining iconic, casual silhouettes
with the best of evolving technology. The result is future-forward
shoes for men, women and kids, too. Distributed in more than 45
countries, Native makes innovative, creative and, above all, superlightweight products. They are also washable, water-resistant and
odour-resistant – with air-flow technology to keep your feet super
fresh and shock absorbant, among other worthy attributes. This
could definitely prove to be a s/s 16 winner. Cool-looking, happy feet.
—
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ROUX
Jacket Required will see Roux present s/s 16 with its
largest collection yet, featuring extended offerings
in jersey and outerwear, with a strong focus on
the open-hem silhouette first introduced for this
autumn/winter’s collection. There are collarless
shirts, sweats and zip-through hooded tops – all on
a sportswear-inspired casual theme. Other pieces
of note include a re-worked M-52 parka, a funnel
collared Breaker jacket and a vented lamb’s suede
bomber – all complementing the soft cotton tapered
chinos and light loopback jersey sweats, joggers
and shorts. Originally launched in August 2014,
this young brand is the creation of designer Greg
White and advertising agency Kastner & Partners
(K&P). Drawing on 10 years’ experience working
in London’s Soho, Roux is inspired by the people,
architecture and style that embody the area.
—

